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Benefits and selection criteria
yy Polyester construction, pressure-sensitive adhesive
yy Available in 60” and 48” width rolls
yy Ideal when complete darkness is required for functional space
yy Blocks views for complete privacy
yy Ideal for dark room or media room applications
yy Simulates black glass for a fraction of the cost of the real thing
yy Helps shield harmful ultraviolet rays
To view this product and the rest of the
LLumar® iLLusions™ line, please visit
LLumar.com/decofilmviewer
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© 2014 Eastman Chemical Company. LLumar® and the LLumar® logo are trademarks of Eastman Chemical Company or one
of its wholly owned subsidiaries. As used herein, ® denotes registered trademark status in the U.S. only. Printed in U.S.A.

(09/14) L2220

This number, between 0 (clear) and 10 (opaque), represents the relative difficulty an observer has in
identifying the nature and character of an object located on the opposite side of the window, with the
observer and the object both located at least 2 feet from the pane upon which the product has been installed.
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